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Urgent: Red Light Camera Fraud Exposed in Hutto

CIVILLIBERTY101.COM
ELIMINATE RED LIGHT CAMERA FRAUD FROM HUTTO, TEXAS
The Honorable Doug Gaul
Mayor of Hutto Texas
401 W. Front St.
Hutto, TX 78634
Dear Mayor Gaul,
We appeal to your duty to uphold the constitution, improve safety and your general sense of decency. Once you
understand why Red Light Cameras are a criminal enterprise (purposely perpetuating a deadly flaw in safety for
profit) you instantly know we own all the (ethical, safety & moral) high ground in the conversation.
DEFINING THE TRAFFIC SAFETY FLAW: “Drivers are forced to guess at every yellow traffic light”
1) IS THE RED LIGHT CAMERA ARGUMENT REALLY ABOUT SAFETY? Then why are we all
forced to guess at this life/vs/death decision to stop or go at the yellow? (You don’t guess at how wide
your lane is. Do you?) Only those who benefit from cameras fight against fixing this flaw.
2) YELLOW LIGHTS DON’T GIVE DRIVERS ANY EMPIRICAL DATA: Drivers are helpless to
solve an equation that violates the first rule of Algebra because (from the driver’s perspective) the
question to stop or go contains only variables (time, speed, distance) and zero constants.
3) CIVIL RIGHTS: How is it that the American government can both create a system that forces us to
gamble with our lives and also be allowed to penalize us for guessing wrong? (Guessing is neither safe
nor a fair method to obey under the American system of law.)
4) CRIMINAL CONSPIRACY: This deadly flaw in safety is purposely being perpetuated for profit. Not
one dime of camera money has ever been earmarked toward scientific study of objective aids to
navigation that give drivers tools to make safer decisions (& eliminate guessing).
Millions have been wasted studying the wrong questions because the cowards who design these “enforcement
tools” want to fool you into believing that they’re for safety. A safety tool is something that helps you it does
not threaten you. We should admonish the City / County / State & Federal D.O.T. officials for not using camera
money to fund scientific research which asks the right questions.
• Why do some drivers who run red lights claim innocence &
• Why do innocent drivers run red lights?
• What aids to navigation do drivers need to make safer choices & give them a fair method to obey law?
Join us in declaring that it’s a crime that 100% of revenue already generated by these cameras hasn’t been
devoted toward study & implementation of the aids to navigation that drivers need to make safer choices.
Set the example. Wouldn’t the citizens of Hutto rather see you make history by fixing the traffic safety flaw
which causes innocent people to run red lights than to benefit from the death and dismemberment of American
citizens in any other way? Please see CivilLiberty101.com for details. Contact us to discuss a better strategy.
Highest Regards
George Finn
327 River Park Drive
Raritan, NJ 08869
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RedLight@CivilLiberty101.com ( Full time volunteers with no intent to profit from solving this traffic safety problem)
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